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At Benchmark Senior Living, our Live Now, Live Engaged™ memory care focuses on the engagement

in memory, with activity programs and care for more successful, fulfilling days. 

We are honored to share lessons from our program with you, to help you in your conversations

and interactions at home, as your family faces memory loss together.



Adding meaning to every day
Our Live Now, Live Engaged™ memory care helps to make each day meaningful. We provide a welcoming
environment where residents can explore new opportunities, sustain and develop new skills and abilities, and
continue creating new life experiences. 

We focus on the Six Dimensions of Wellness: Physical, Spiritual, Social, Intellectual, Emotional, and Sense
of Purpose. 

• Led by Certified Dementia Practitioners 

• Engagement Boxes helping residents reminisce 

• Daily routines to empower our residents to achieve successful outcomes, increase participation, and
create a healthier lifestyle

Each of our memory care communities has themed engagement boxes that you can use as a family activity
when you come to visit, as well as a personal engagement box we help you create for Mom or Dad. These
boxes help residents reminisce through their long-term memory, and can help you bond as a family, too.



Make an Engagement Box
Start by thinking about the things that make Mom or Dad the
happiest. It’s an amazing experience to take some memories and
have them available to see and touch at any time. 

Answer these questions to choose objects for your
Engagement Box: 

• What are your best memories as a family? (Weddings,
grandkids, graduations, holidays, family vacations)

• What relaxes your loved one in stressful situations?

• What are some favorite books, sports, hobbies and interests? 

• What was Mom or Dad’s career? 

Example: If Mom is a retired teacher, her box might include
workbooks, papers to grade, pens, pencils, chalk, and an old
yearbook. 

Tip: Use vibrant colors to help with contrast and connection to
the objects. 

Start an Engaging
Conversation
Engagement Boxes are the perfect
way to connect. First, sit together
in a quiet area at a small table.
Next, begin to ask Mom or Dad
engaging questions about items in
the box. 

1. Can you tell me what’s inside
this box? 

2. Can you sort the objects inside
from smallest to largest? How
about lightest to darkest? 

3. Where would you usually find
these items? Would you use
them often? Have you ever
seen or used any of these items? 

4. Which object in the box is
your favorite and why? 

The goal is to help keep your
loved one calm and engaged.
Keep a positive attitude and be
sure to commend Mom or Dad
for the great interaction.



Visit BenchmarkSeniorLiving.com to learn more about our 50 New England communities. 
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Tips for Communicating and Connecting 
• State your message clearly. Use simple words and sentences. Speak slowly,

in a reassuring tone, and pitch your voice lower. 

• Ask simple, answerable questions. Ask one question at a time; those with
“yes” or “no” answers work best. When options are available, show the choices
– visual prompts help guide the response. For example, ask, “Would you like
to wear your white shirt or your blue shirt?”

• Listen with your ears, eyes and heart. Be patient and know that it’s okay
to suggest words. Watch for nonverbal cues and listen for the feelings
behind the words.

• Break down activities into a series of steps. It’s important to encourage
our loved ones to only do what they can, to gently remind them of steps
they tend to forget, and to assist with steps they are no longer able to
accomplish. Using visual cues, such as showing Dad with your hand where
to place the dinner plate, can be very helpful.

• When the going gets tough, distract and redirect. When Mom or Dad
becomes upset, try changing the subject or environment. For example, ask
for help or suggest going for a walk. You might say, “I see you’re feeling sad –
I’m sorry you’re upset. Let’s go get something to eat.”

• Respond with affection and reassurance. Avoid trying to convince your
loved one that he or she is wrong. Focus on the feelings being demonstrated
(which are real) and respond with expressions of comfort and reassurance.
Sometimes praise, holding hands, or hugging will prompt a response when
all else fails.

• Remember the good old days. Many people with dementia may not remember
what happened 45 minutes ago, but can clearly recall their lives 45 years
earlier. Avoid asking questions that rely on short-term memory, such as what
was for lunch. Instead, try asking general questions about the distant past.

• Maintain your sense of humor. Use humor whenever possible, though not
at Mom or Dad’s expense. People with dementia tend to retain their social
skills and are usually delighted to laugh along with you.

• Watch your own body language. Your loved one still has the ability to pick
up nonverbal cues. Mom might sense your anger or frustration and feed off
of that emotion. Staying calm will start your conversation off on the right foot. 


